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Abstract  
Objective : The purpose of this study was to investigate whether auditory steady-state 
responses would reveal characteristics indicative of acoustic neuroma in patients.  
Methods : Subjects were 42 unilateral acoustic neuroma patients with an average age of 55.0 
(±13.6) years.　The control group consisted of 19 idiopathic sensorineural hearing loss patients 
with an average age of 42.3 years (±18.8 years).　Carrier frequencies used to obtain auditory 
steady-state response were 500, 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 Hz, respectively.　The measured audi-
tory steady-state responses thresholds were compared with hearing levels of the pure tone audio-
gram.
Results : The auditory steady-state response threshold was somewhat greater (6 to 12 dB) than 
the pure-tone threshold that has been reported.　Even higher thresholds were found in the 
acoustic neuroma group.　In fact, when the subtracted values obtained by auditory steady-state 
responses threshold minus pure tone audiogram threshold of each frequency in each case were 
compared between the two groups, the acoustic neuroma group showed significantly greater val-
ues in all frequency regions.　On the other hand, no differences were found in the values between 
the control and intact ear side.  
Conclusion : The presence of acoustic neuroma may lower the auditory steady-state responses 
threshold.　This might reflect that the tumor could jitter in creating a auditory steady-state 
responses.
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majority of patients present with sporadic (unilateral) le-

sions in the fifth decade of life while approximately 5% of 

patients develop neurofibromatosis type 2, most com-

monly presenting with bilateral AN at a younger age.　
Presenting symptoms commonly include asymmetric 

high frequency sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), tinni-

tus and deteriorating speech discrimination2-5).　The 

mechanism by which the hearing disorder is caused by 

the tumor has not yet been fully elucidated.　It has been 

reported that auditory brain response (ABR) and vestibu-

lar evoked myogenic potential (VEMP) are highly sensi-

tive in detecting AN6-8), although their physiological sig-

(9)

Introduction

Acoustic neuromas (AN), also termed vestibular 

schwannomas, are generally slow growing, benign extra-

axial intracranial tumors, most commonly arising from 

the vestibular portion of the eighth cranial nerve1).　The 
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nificance is somewhat different.　As an alternative 

audiological test battery, the auditory steady-state re-

sponse (ASSR), which is a newly developed frequency 

specific objective measuring method of hearing acuity, 

may be of some value although its significance is not fully 

understood4), especially in patients with AN.　It has been 

shown that ASSR is essentially an auditory response 

evoked by continuous tones modulated in amplitude, and 

sometimes in frequency, at specific rates or modulation 

frequencies, and its main application is to estimate the 

frequency-specific hearing threshold9-11).　ASSRs are 

generated throughout the auditory nervous system, with 

cortical regions contributing more than brainstem gener-

ators to responses at lower modulation frequencies12).　
The objective of this study was to investigate whether or 

not ASSR could reveal characteristics indicative of AN in 

patients.

Materials and methods

This study is in accordance with the Declaration of 

Helsinki and was approved by our institutional review 

board and was conducted at the Ear, Nose and Throat 

(ENT) clinic of the Akita University Hospital.

Forty-two patients with unilateral AN were enrolled 

for the present study.　They were 27 females and 15 

males with an average age of 55.0 (±13.6) years.　The 

control group consisted of 19 patients (9 females, 10 

males) with idiopathic SNHL.　Their average age was 

42.3 years (±18.8) years.　To guarantee an adequate 

condition for the auditory assessment, all patients under-

went thorough an ENT evaluation.　The audiological 

measurement tests (subjective and objective) were done 

by an audiologist.　The pure-tone audiometry (PTA), 

which is a standard subjective examination to obtain fre-

quency specific hearing acuity, was done in both ears by a 

Rion Co. Ltd. AA-75 audiometer (Tokyo, Japan), using 

TDH-39 phones.　The test was taken in a soundproof 

cabin measuring the following frequencies : 125, 250, 

500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 Hz, and using a down 

10 dB/up 5 dB paradigm.

The ASSR, in both ears, was tested with Navigator Pro 

by Bio-Logic System Corp (Illinoi, USA), monitoring the 

electrical stimulus with the MASTER program software.　

The carrier frequencies of stimuli were 500, 1,000, 2,000 

and 4,000 Hz with the frequency modulated at a rate, on 

the right ear of 84.375, 89.062, 93.750 and 98.437 Hz and 

on the left ear of 82.031, 86.719, 91.406 and 96.094 Hz.　
The patient was placed on a bed in a supine position in 

natural sleep or relaxed in a cabin acoustically treated and 

electrically isolated.　The exponential modulation 

sounds were given through earphones and the surface 

electrodes were placed at the vertex (active electrode), 

at the nape of the neck (reference) and on the forehead 

(ground).　Most of the patients took about an hour to 

complete the test.

Student’s t-test was used to analyze all data obtained 

of the PTA and ASSR thresholds from the control patient 

group and AN patient group.　P value<0.05※ and 

<0.01※※ were considered to be statistically significant.

Results

We could not obtain ASSRs in a few cases in the con-

trol group, most of whom had severe hearing loss, and 

they could not be counted as data.　We obtained 30 to 33 

responses at each frequency region from 38 ears.　
Among 42 AN patients, eight cases had severe hearing 

loss at the lesion side ear, most of which showed no 

ASSR.　In addition, some cases with AN had highly un-

stable ASSR in several frequency regions, especially on 

the lesion side, being the threshold of this specific fre-

quency not included on the data.　As a result, 23 to 30 

ASSR thresholds were detected in each frequency region 

from the AN group.　On the other hand, ASSR was ob-

tained from 40 to 41 ears from the intact side of patients 

in the AN group.　No ASSR was obtained in a few fre-

quency lesions in cases that had severe hearing loss on 

the intact side as well.

All the AN cases were diagnosed in the outpatient clin-

ic at Akita University Hospital.　Twenty-one cases were 

less than 2 cm from the porus acoustics and had no brain-

stem compression.　However, 7 cases ranging from 2 to 

4×2.6 cm had a slight brainstem compression.　The 

largest case showed slight dizzy feeling with no signifi-

cant change regarding ASSR threshold when compared 

with the small tumor cases.   

In the control group, the ASSR threshold was some-
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what reduced compared to the PTA threshold, showing 

mostly no significant difference between the ASSR 

threshold and the PTA threshold.　The ASSR threshold 

was on average 6 to 12 dB lower when compared with 

the PTA threshold at each frequency (Fig. 1).

When compared with the AN patient group, a signifi-

cantly lower threshold was obtained at each frequency 

region from 0.5 kHz to 4 kHz (Fig. 2).

 When we compared the difference between the PTA 

threshold and the ASSR threshold of all frequency re-

gions in each case, a significantly greater difference was 

found in the AN patient group (Fig. 3), as well.　The 

same tendency was obtained in the comparison between 

the lesion and intact ear sides of AN cases.

 On the other hand, no such difference was found be-

tween those of the control and intact ears of patients in 

the AN group (Fig. 4).

ABR was measured for 34 of 42 AN patients and clas-

sification of the results is shown on Table 1.　This test 

was not performed in seven patients, who were either 

Fig. 1.　PTA and ASSR hearing levels in the control 
patient group (n=19, 38 ears).　The ASSR threshold 
was somewhat greater than the PTA threshold.
PTA─ Pure-tone audiometry
ASSR─ Auditory steady-state response

Fig. 2.　Pure-tone hearing levels and ASSR threshold 
on the lesion side ear of AN patient group (n=42, 42 
ears).　Significantly greater thresholds were found in 
all frequency regions.
PTA─ Pure-tone audiometry
ASSR─ Auditory steady-state response

Fig. 3.　The difference between pure-tone hearing 
level and ASSR threshold in the control patient group 
(open circles) and AN patient group on the lesion side 
ears (filled circles), showing that these differences 
were also significant, indicating much greater thresh-
old in cases with AN than in control cases with SNHL.
PTA─ Pure-tone audiometry
ASSR─ Auditory steady-state response
SNHL─ Sensorineural hearing loss
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deaf or who had profound hearing loss, and one patient 

dropped out of the study.　Those ABR results were 

shown for reference (Table 1).　 No certain tendency be-

tween ASSR thresholds and types of ABRs was found, al-

though “wave V only” was the most common type of re-

sponse.

Discussion

ASSR was recently introduced as an objective method 

to measure hearing levels and many reports have demon-

strated its usefulness as an objective method to measure 

frequency-specific hearing levels.　However, the rela-

tionship between ASSR findings and causes of hearing 

disorders has not yet been fully studied.　In AN cases, 

ASSR measures may help to identify unique traits associ-

ated with a particular hearing disorder, suggesting inner 

ear lesion, retrocochlear lesion, or both.

One important key to suspect an acoustic neuroma 

might be threshold differences between both ears in 

pure-tone average from 1.0 kHz to 8.0 kHz that exceed 

15 dB or 20 dB maximize identification of persons with 

these tumors while minimizing false-positive diagnosis 

of persons with cochlear losses13).　This could be of val-

ue as a screening test.　  However, it will be important 

to obtain some other audiophysiological findings which 

are indicative of AN.　From this point of view, one 

should pay attention to obtain the findings which might 

suggest retrocochlear lesion such as temporal threshold 

shift (Jerger type III), reflex decay in stapedial reflex, de-

creased speech discrimination and/or normal otoacoustic 

emission (OAE) with decreased pure-tone threshold.　  

ASSR measurements, as a novel test battery, could pro-

vide a means of identifying a retrolabyrinthine pathology, 

since it has been recognized that ASSR could contribute 

to evaluate hearing ability and quality to examine the un-

derlying disorder14).

The ASSR neural generators might activate the whole 

auditory nervous system through modulated tone, in two 

major peaks, 40 and 80 Hz11).　Some studies indicate 

that 40-Hz ASSRs are generated in the auditory cortex, 

having good responses in adults while awake, with re-

sponses decreasing in amplitude and increasing in thresh-

old during sleep.　It has been reported that 80-Hz AS-

SRs are generated in the inferior colliculus, having good 

responses in children during sleep, with no responses 

while awake15-17).　This suggests that the 80-Hz ASSR, 

which was employed in our measuring system, is a useful 

audiometric device to determine the pure-tone hearing 

threshold in a frequency-specific manner in children dur-

ing sleep18).

Comparison of the 80-Hz ASSR and tone burst ABR in 

adults showed that both techniques are comparable for 

estimating the behavioral thresholds in hearing loss pa-

Fig. 4.　The difference between pure tone hearing 
level and ASSR threshold in the control patient group 
(open circles) and AN patient group of intact ear (filled 
circles).　 No differences were found.
PTA─ Pure-tone audiometry
ASSR─ Auditory steady-state response
SNHL─ Sensorineural hearing loss

Table 1.　Type of ABR in AN cases.　Various 
types were found, although “wave V 
only” was the most commonly occur-
ring type.

Type of response No. of patients (n=34)

Normal  7

Wave I only  1

Wave I-V elongation  4

Wave V only 21

No response  1

(12)
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tients19).

The SNHL patients had better results when the ASSR 

threshold and PT threshold in normal and SNHL patients 

were correlated and compared.　This was likely due to 

the physiologic recruitment that is present in cochlear 

hearing loss.　Longer recording periods produce smaller 

differences between behavioral and physiological thresh-

olds11,20).

In a recent study where ABR was compared with 

ASSR, it was shown that ASSR had several distinctive 

features, being uniquely suitable for objective evaluation 

of frequency-specific thresholds.　The conclusion of the 

study was that ASSR is a more reliable test for the accu-

rate prediction of auditory thresholds than ABR, and also, 

that it is a powerful and impersonal tool for objective as-

sessment of hearing-impaired adult patients21).　Also, it 

has been reported that the comparison between 80-Hz 

ASSR and tone burst ABR in adults are scarce, but that 

both techniques can be used to estimate the behavioral 

thresholds in hearing loss patients19).　The main differ-

ences between frequency-specific ASSR and ABR mea-

sures are that9-11) : 1) ASSR uses a repeated sound stim-

ulus and a high repetition rate and ABR uses a brief 

sound stimulus with a relatively low repetition rate ; 2) 

ASSR can be used bilaterally and simultaneously from 0.5 

to 4.0 kHz  and ABR can be used only unilaterally from 

1.000 to 4.000 Hz ; 3) ASSR is an objective examination 

and ABR depends on the examiner’s subjective 

assessment ; and 4) ASSR uses pure tones, detecting 

from moderate to profound sensory hearing loss and ABR 

uses tone bursts or clicks and is able to detect from mild 

to moderate sensory hearing loss.　In our series, we 

have not been able to ascertain the relationship between 

ABR and ASSR.

Our present results have clearly shown that there is a 

significantly greater difference between the PTA thresh-

old and ASSR threshold in AN patients.　Although fur-

ther study will be necessary, these findings suggest that 

the tumor might enhance intrinsic jitter for neural syn-

chrony for the responses, and have the potential to reveal 

other aspects of retrocochlear pathology.

Conclusion

Our present findings illustrate a greater disparity be-

tween ASSR threshold and PTA hearing level and may 

imply some retrocochlear pathology such as AN.
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